Thank you for participating in our brief survey about safe injection services. These are indoor spaces where people can inject previously-purchased drugs, without fear of arrest, under the supervision and with assistance from peers and health care professionals who help participants make their use safer.

Over 100 safe injection service sites exist around the world. They have been shown to reduce health and safety problems associated with drug use, including public drug use, discarded syringes, HIV and hepatitis infections, and overdose deaths. The City is exploring opening safe injection services, and we are interested in learning what residents and businesses think about them.
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1. What is your primary ZIP code?

2. What is your primary neighborhood?

3. What is your affiliation? (check all that apply)
   - business owner
   - neighborhood group, if any
   - Other (please specify)

4. What is your occupation or industry?
What is your gender?

- Female
- Male
- Trans Female
- Trans Male
- I prefer not to respond
- Not listed, please specify

Age range

- 20 or younger
- 21-30
- 31-40
- 41-50
- 51-60
- 61-70
- 70+

What race(s) or ethnicity best describes you? (check all that apply)

- Asian
- White
- American Indian and Alaska Native
- Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander
How familiar are you with safe injection services?

- Not familiar
- Somewhat familiar
- Very familiar

How would you describe your perspective on safe injection services?

- Do not support
- Somewhat support
- Strongly support
- Not sure
What benefits, if any, do you think safe injection services could provide for neighborhoods and/or businesses?

What concerns, if any, do you have about the impact of safe injection services on neighborhoods and/or businesses?
If safe injection services were to be offered in San Francisco, where would you recommend they be located?

If safe injection services were to be offered in San Francisco, how should it be done to best support neighborhoods and businesses?
If your recommendations and concerns were included in the design and location of safe injection services, how would that influence your perspective on them?

- Do not support
- Somewhat support
- Strongly support
- Not sure